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From the President
Hi and welcome to the latest
edition of the Focus.
There are a couple of issues that have
come up that may have a baring on
some of our clubs, and one issue may
affect us all.
Firstly, Sportscover will not be insuring
any Clubhouses and Ranges in the
future. There have been some rumblings
mentioned in correspondence from
the Brokers mentioning firearms.
Some of the clubs being affected have
found cheaper insurance elsewhere
and the NSWAPA have been following
some leads with other insurance
organisations.
If your club has received a notice that
their Club Property shall no longer be
covered, please contact the Office and
we shall provide a short list that should
be able to provide quality cover at a
competitive price.
I have been told by a personal contact
of mine that this move by Sportscover
on property insurance should have no
affect on our Public Liability Cover into
the future and that the main reason
Sportscover has backed out of property
insurance is because the underwriters
believe Australia is too big a fire risk.

The second issue is much bigger. The
current Bill that has been tabled in
the NSW Parliament has the potential
to make criminals out of all of us law
abiding citizens. If you have a lathe
and some scrap metal, you could be
charged with being in possession of
the precursor of materials to produce
firearm components. The following is
the real humdinger of the wording that
gives away the full intention of this Bill.
“The Offence will apply regardless of
whether a firearm or firearm part is
actually manufactured”
To try and stop this ridiculous draconian
Bill, all of the Shooting Associations
in NSW lead by the SSAA (yes I give
credit where it is due) are backing and
submitting an e-petition to the NSW
Parliament.
This is where we must show our
strength to the NSW Parliament or
our weakness. If your club has not
forwarded the emails with links to
the Petition ask them to do so. In the
meantime you can go to the NSWAPA
website (www.nswapa.org.au) and
click on the link and get your partner,
friends, relatives and neighbours to do
the same.

Brian Cheers
PRESIDENT - NSWAPA
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STEYR EVO 10 E
Ph 1300 22 38 45
The finest STEYR Air Pistol ever made – Available NOW in Australia !!

We are the SOLE agents for STEYR products in Australia
ONLY firearms sold in Australia through Potter Firearms are
covered by factory warranty. Beware of dubious imports
Check first – contact us on 1300 22 38 45
.

Ormeau QLD & Holbrook NSW
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From
FROMthe
THEOffice
OFFICE
Happy New Year Everyone…. I
hope you all had a good, safe
break, and have now resumed
your shooting activities.
The year has begun with a good start…
Junior Camp took place in Wagga
Wagga from 16 – 23 January, followed
by the 2020 ISSF State Titles, also in
Wagga Wagga.
I was invited to Junior Camp to assist
with anything Coach Allison needed,
but within days, I was seconded to the
Scoring Shed, where I was helping
to prepare Score Sheets, Medals and
all other things “State Titles”. It was
another great learning curve - seeing
how squadding is done, and how
everything comes together. Learning
from the Master himself, Bruce Tutty,
he had it all under control, and when
competition started, all that preparation
work fell into place.
Since I was there, I figured I may as
well compete, and I am happy to say, I
shot a PB, and came home with a Silver
Medal… pipped by a Junior! Well done
Alyssa. Ok, so I am talking D grade, but
being new to shooting, it’s a nice way to
be involved and stay motivated.
Congratulations to all the athletes
that participated, and in the rather
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uncomfortable hot weather conditions.
Some fantastic results, with Olivia
Erickson (x 2), Lara Cowling and Kerry
Bell all collecting $50 for their 50
shots…
The following weekend, Orange Pistol
Club ran their WA6000 Open event, and
Peter Brus claimed a State Record in
WA1500 Pistol, shooting 1492 / 102X.
Well done Peter!
Back in the office…. The renewals
process is completed and we are tidying
up a few loose ends.
A reminder to all Holster Card holders
whose cards expired in 2020.
An
extended renewal time was granted.
If you have not renewed your card, you
must do so immediately. All expired
card holders have been notified. Grace
period ends at the end of March. After
this date, if your holster card has not
been renewed, you must not shoot with
a holster as you are not covered by
insurance. You will also have to re-sit
the course.
The new State uniforms have been sent
to the Team Managers, ready for the
Nationals in March (Metallic Silhouette)
and April (ISSF). Congratulations and
all the best to our State Teams.
Happy Shooting - Pat Z

BRAIN TEASER
Who Am I? I attended my first State Titles, and
entered 1 event, yet took home at least 10 medals.
Who am I? and How is this possible?
HINT:

Volunteers Wanted!
We are looking for volunteers who attend shoots
to take footage of matches then send to the
office for editing.
Interested? Send an email to
manager@nswapa.org.au

MARCH 2021
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From
FROMthe
THEEditor
OFFICE
We are back into full swing!
It is great to see that restrictions have
been relaxed and everyone has been
able to get out on the range again.
This issue is packed with stories from
events held this year already, including
the Wagga ISSF State Titles (Page 12),
WA6000 held in Orange (Page 15), the
postal shoot results AND the 2021
Junior Camp. Gosh you have all been
busy bees!
What a great contrast on the front
cover… our youngest shooters and one
of our oldest shooters. You can read all
about Mr Saul Moss who is aged 96 and
still shooting on Page 20.
Sadly, we have also received news of
the passing of Thomas Sharpe from
the Railway Institute Pistol Club as well
as Robert Yates from Tamworth Pistol
Club. My condolences go out to both
clubs and the gentleman’s families.

A huge congratulations to Peter Brus
from Orange, who now holds the State
Record for WA1500 with a score of 1492.
You can see his targets on page 19!
What a fantastic achievement.
Thank you again to all shooters who
have contributed to our “Perfect 50”
and “Shooters Gallery” this edition. If
you would like to contribute, please
email your high resolution images (no
screenshots or downloads from social
media please!) to focus@nswapa.com.
au to be included in the next issue.
Deadline for this one is May 14 - mark it
in your diaries!
See you on the range!

Tiffany Gouge
EDITOR

Closing dates for contributions for 2021 FOCUS:
MAY 14 • AUG 13 • NOV 12
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Individuals Purchasing a Handgun
and Safe Storage
The following is provided to you
in response to concerns received
from Club Secretaries not wishing
to take responsibility whether an
applicant’s Safe Storage request
meets Firearms’ Regulations.
You can find out about safe storage
requirements on the Firearms Registry
website. You are required to have
appropriate safe storage levels for your
firearm. (www.police.nsw.gov.au/
online_services/firearms then select
Safe Storage|Firearms Level 1 and
Level 2),
If it is your first time purchasing
a handgun or your safe storage
circumstances have changed since
your last inspection, you can contact
your local Licensing Police and arrange
for a safe storage inspection.
After the inspection passes the
minimum specification requirements,
you will be given an Event Number.
Keep this in a safe place, as you can
use this on the Permit to Acquire (PTA)
Form to satisfy that you meet the
necessary safe storage requirements.
The Firearms Registry can do a search
on the Event Number to check its
validity. The Club Secretary is not
responsible if the number provided by
the individual is not correct.

If the firearm being purchased is not
your first handgun, - and your safe
storage situation has not changed at
all, you may submit your new PTA with
your previous Safe Storge Inspection
Event Number.
 If your safe storage situation has not
changed, you will need to make out
a Statutory Declaration stating that
your safe storage facilities have not
changed. (there are severe penalties
for making false declarations).
If your safe storage facility has not
changed at all but you cannot find
your previous Event Number, call the
Firearms Registry on 1300 362 562 and
ask for your previous Event Number.
If your safe storage situation has
changed, you can contact your local
Licensing Police and arrange an
inspection for your new safe storage
facility, and for this, you will be given a
new Event Number.
If the Club Secretary is willing to accept
a Statutory Declaration from the PTA
applicant and take responsibility as to
whether the safe storage does satisfy
the legislation requirements, they may
sign the document.
The Association recommends that the
Police inspect the safe storage.

MARCH 2021
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Thomas Maurice Sharpe
4TH, FEBRUARY 1939 - 5TH, DECEMBER 2020
Tom came to Australia many years ago,
and was employed by New South Wales
Railways at their Chullora workshops
as an electrical tester of electric train
equipment. After retirement he moved
to Coffs Harbour, and became involved
with community volunteering.

Tom passed away Saturday morning,
the 5th of December 2020 from a
fatal heart attack. Tom was one of
the Foundation members, and a Life
member of the Railway Institute Pistol
Club.
President for 34 years of continuous
service, Tom was an inspiration to the
members and a dedicated supporter
of the new probationary members.
Tom was awarded Life Member of
the Railway Institute (TL&L) for more
than 20 years continuous promotion of
Sporting activities with the Institute.
10
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Although there was a greater distance
to the range he managed to travel to
the club each fortnight leaving Coffs
Thursday night and returning home on
Sunday afternoon by train. In later years
he reduced the travel to once a month.
His attendance this year was severely
effected by the COVID-19 travel
restrictions
After 49 years of membership with the
one club, his ever friendly personality
will be missed by all that had the
pleasure to know him.
Rest in Peace old friend.
Ken R, Secretary
Railway Institute Pistol Club

Robert (Bob) Yates
BORN 27 JULY 1931

It is with sadness that I inform the members of the passing of
our long time member Bob Yates.
Bob recently passes away at Tamworth after a stroke. At that
time he had almost reached the princely age of 90 years.
He was our oldest club member and while he had over the
past year narrowed the scope of his competition to ISSF only,
he nevertheless maintained his enthusiasm for shooting. He
was the Club guru on black powder for many years and also
co-ordinated our target supply for a long time.
Bob joined the club in 1992 and was a very regular attender
over his almost 30 years of membership. It was rare for Bob
to have a week without some form of attendance at the Club.
The club has sent flowers to his wife and I have forwarded the
note below.
RIP Bob and thank you for your help to the club over the years.
Philip Harris, President
Tamworth Pistol Club

MARCH 2021
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ISSF NSW Titles
Wagga Wagga
BRUCE TUTTY

Along with many sports Pistol
Shooting has had difficulties
and frustrations throughout
the year of 2020.
The ISSF National Championships were
cancelled at Easter time, postponed
until September, and then just did
not happen. At Wagga Wagga we
had to postpone our Murrumbidgee
Championships in May as ranges were
closed and shooting sports could not
operate. During June it was announced
that shooting could recommence on the
1st of July. We decided to continue with
our sanctioned Service Pistol Open on
the second weekend in August. Service
pistol shooters are spaced at over four
meters apart so in that respect we were
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complying with the four metre ruling.
It turned out to be one of the wettest
weekends of the winter but we survived
because the targets could be rolled
right back to the firing line to change
targets out of the rain.
The Murrumbidgee Open was postponed
to the first weekend in December and by
then competition shooters just wanted
to get back to shooting as nearly all
open shoots had been cancelled.
Although summer at Wagga Wagga
is hot we happened to enjoy the best
entries at a Murrumbidgee Open for
several years. The State Championships
had to be cancelled for the October long
weekend and in November the idea was
floated that perhaps they could be re-

scheduled during January or February
2021. Was the Wagga Wagga Club
interested ? It can reach 49 degrees in
the Riverina in mid summer. After the
successful Murrumbidgee shoot we
decided Yes, we would have a go at it.
As you will read elsewhere the Junior
Camp was also held at Wagga Wagga
from January 16th and during the week
before weekend 23-24th of January,
with a public holiday on the 26th it
seemed perfect to have the States from
Friday 22nd to Monday 25th with the
Tuesday to go back home. January did
not make 49 but on the Saturday 16th
it was 46 in the shearing shed. My next
door neighbour was shearing and had
heard that a wobble-jet sprinkler on
the tin roof could cool the shed by 15
degrees. We put two on the roof of the
Air Pistol shed and yes it worked. It
was 46 degrees in the covered entrance
shed for the 3.00pm Saturday detail
and just 32 degrees along the shooting
bays. Judy and her team moved into the
Clubhouse (air-conditioned ) for Sunday
and Monday. I am sure that there
has never been 29 Juniors lined up in
the one detail of 25m Pistol before in
Australia. With two details of Junior Air
as well, it all happened on that Friday.
The Championship went very well, 90
shooters and 278 events all ran smoothly
and on time, most of the details were
spaced apart using every second bay.
Good scores resulted, Standard Pistol
- Bruce Quick 556, Rapid Fire - Bruce
Quick 564, Centre Fire - Kerry Bell 564,

Mens Air - Anthony Ralph 568, 25m
Pistol Women - Olivia Erickson 574,
25m Pistol Junior - Olivia Erickson 559,
Womens Air - Lara Cowling 555, Junior
Mens Air - Evan Gatzias 526, Junior
Womens Air - Olivia Erickson 562 and
50m Pistol - bit too hot (46 degrees),
David Moore 505. Steve Guy was the
winner of the WSPS event with 512. The
Five Match Aggregate Champion was
Kerry Bell with 2710 points. Ladies three
Match Aggregate winner was Sue Guy
with 1576 points and Junior Aggregate
was Olivia Erickson with 1672 points.
The four Finals that were held created
much interest with elimination ties and
very close scores. Womens Air Final
was tied for the Gold with just two
shots to go. Bella Burton the winner
226.9. In the Rapid Fire Final, Kerry
Bell consistently pulled ahead, finishing
with 21 hits. Much closer in Mens Air
Final with Kerry Bell ahead of Nathan
Blackburn by 1.1 finishing with 231.9.
In the 25m Pistol Women Final after ten
series, that is, 50 shots tied on 18 hits
each are Lara Cowling and Sue Guy. An
extra shoot off series resulted in Lara
winning 2 hits to Sue 1 hit .
The Full listing of these 2020 ISSF NSW
State Pistol Championships results
are available to view on the NSWAPA
website.
Bruce Tutty
Organising Secretary

MARCH 2021
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Orange WA6000 Open
BY ‘THE NOVICE’

The Orange and Districts
Pistol Club hosted the annual
Orange WA6000 Open over the
weekend of 30 and 31 January
2021.
The program consisted of four matches
– WA1500 Revolver, WA1500 Pistol and
the shorter WA1500 48 Shot Revolver
and WA1500 48 Shot Pistol matches.
The WA1500 matches are all managed
by the World Association. This is the
body made up of about 25 countries that
offer the WA1500 matches to their club
members who are affiliated with their
national pistol shooting organisations.
In Australia’s case, the WA1500 matches
are managed by Pistol Australia. The

Pistol Australia website (www.pistol.
org.au) has a number of very useful
resources for WA1500 competitors.
Listed under the Officiating tab you will
find a link to the WA1500 website where
the very detailed Rulebook is located.
Also under this tab on the PA site is a
WA1500 Range Guide, useful for both
Range Officers and competitors.
The PA Range Guide has a concise
description of the WA1500 course of
fire. One of the first things to be aware
of is that all WA1500 matches involve
drawing the revolver or pistol from an
approved holster. Competitors must
have a valid PA Holster Accreditation
(and the PA issued card to prove it) to be
eligible to enter the WA1500 matches.

MARCH 2021
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It’s also worth checking out the
requirements for an approved holster,
which are found in the most recent
version of the PA Service Pistol Rules,
also available under Officiating.
But, back to the course of fire. The WA
1500 match is made up of six Matches
which are shot over distances beginning
from 7 yards and progressing to 15
yards, 25 yards, 50 yards then back to 7,
25, 50 and finally 25 yards. Each of the
six Matches are broken into Stages (or
series). It sounds complicated, but in
practice you soon notice the rhythm and
flow of the whole match.
The two most common WA1500 matches
in Australia are the 150 shot match and
the 48 shot match. While there are
some similarities with the PA Service
Pistol matches, the WA1500 matches
are a totally different ball game. The
main feature of the WA matches is that,
unlike the Service Pistol matches, they
are shot on one target. The single target
is changed at the end of each of the six
Matches. Targets have scoring zones
starting at the 7 and progressing to the
10 and X ring zones. A hit outside the 7
ring is scored as a zero.
Targets are scored by the competitor
to your right and then checked by the
competitor. The scores are marked on
the top R/H corner of each target and
then transferred to a master score
sheet. What is really interesting is
that most of the experienced WA1500
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competitors actually produce targets
with a single, ragged hole centred on the
X ring. So, scoring is very much based
on the assumption (an honesty system)
that if there are no holes outside the 10
ring, then all shots are scored as 10’s.
Yes, the experienced competitors really
are that accurate!
WA1500 has a very dedicated following.
A large group of enthusiasts follow the
WA1500 calendar around the state and
interstate. The competitors know each
other well and clearly enjoy each other’s
company. However, the competition
between them is very strong indeed, and
fierce at times. There is the potential for
a major grade breaking score, or a new
record, at every event.
And speaking of records, a highlight of
the weekend was a possible new State
Record score, carded by the cool and
calm Peter Brus. When I left the range,
PA Judge Brian Johnson was quickly
checking scores from previous events
for the number of X’s scored in the
previous record. A higher number of X’s
would give Peter the new State Record
of 1492.
Just think about that for a minute – from
a match comprising 150 shots, over
several distances, with a possible 1500
maximum score – Peter only dropped 8
points. This is remarkable, especially
given that the steamy conditions caused
Peter to experience a sighting “halo
effect” during the match.

Watching Peter and the other highly
experienced competitors during their
matches, it was tempting to think that
the WA1500 matches are relatively
straight forward, and dare I say
“doable”.
As a novice in this style of match, I
quickly discovered that nothing could be
further from the truth. A match typically
takes between 55 and 60 minutes
to complete, assuming there are no
delays. Throw in a novice, and this time
could easily stretch to 70 minutes. While
there is the “flow” to the matches, there
is much to be learned.
Thankfully, the Range Officers, Judge
and other competitors were patient
and offered their advice freely. So, what
were the main pieces of advice that I
will take away from this event?
•

•

•

Memorise the course of fire and be
able to go with the pace set by the
experienced competitors
Know that, in the Pistol matches
there is a major difference from the
Service Pistol matches - you must
not chamber a round before you
place the pistol in the holster. Rack
the slide after you draw
Managing yourself throughout the
whole match is crucial. Be ready
for each of the next sub-matches
or stages by reloading your speed
loaders/magazines as soon as the
RO has given the Range is clear
instruction; change your targets
quickly, and be “ready”

•
•

•

•

Use a 5 magazine system, where
one is a ready spare
Don’t put your gun on the ground
when changing positions, or pick
up anything from the ground until
the range is cleared. If you do, it’s a
penalty. “If it’s on the ground, then
it is dead”
Always score the target by writing
in the boxes at the top R/H corner of
the target first, then transfer to the
score sheet. This should help you
avoid scoring errors
And, despite early difficulties,
understand that there are people
who will give you solid advice. Just
don’t ask them when they are “in
the zone” during a match.

Thanks must go to Brian Johnson for
his efficient organisation of the event,
and management throughout the event.
Thanks also to the Orange & District
Pistol Club members for working to
make the event successful.
Last but not least, thanks to all
the competitors for their cheerful
participation. Some had traveled quite a
distance to be there!
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State Record Application - Peter Brus
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Target 1

Target 2

Target 3

Target 4

Target 5

Target 6
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Member Profile - Saul Moss
BY MARLON SLACK

When you’re in your 90s it’s
hard to find an exciting sport.
Lawn bowls is a little passive, bridge
clubs aren’t exactly thrilling and
Brazillian Jiu Jitsu could best be
described as being ‘ambitious’.
But thankfully there’s the shooting
disciplines. And that’s how Saul Moss,
aged 96, keeps himself sharp as he is
— by being an active member of the
Wyong District Pistol Club.
One of eight children, Saul was born in
Rangoon, Burma, in 1924. In a scenario
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that would have modern bureaucrats
losing sleep, his first experience with
shooting came as a teenager, taking
potshots at mice with a BSA air rifle
that he’d bought from a department
store with his pocket money.
But international events would force the
Moss family to leave Burma.
“The Japanese bombed us,” Saul
recalls, “and the British government
told us not to leave our homes. We
realised the Japanese were advancing,
but the British said they were in control
and they would beat them back.”

That was small comfort to the Moss
family who lost their home to a Japanese
bombing raid.
“All the businesses closed and there
wasn’t anything left for us to do. The
schools were shut. The whole country
was in a heck of a state, and people
began to leave,” Saul remembers.
But despite the assurances of the
government, he knew that the British
didn’t have enough of a presence to
defend Burma against the unstoppable
Japanese army.
LEAVING RANGOON
So with the blessing of his parents he
gathered his pocket money and booked
a freighter to Calcutta with his aunty,
uncle and cousins in tow. Leaving his
prized BSA air rifle behind, Saul joined
the heavily-overloaded ship to India.
Ordinarily the commercial route would
take six days. But the crew, acutely
aware of the Japanese dominance of
the sea, aimed to barrel through the
journey in half that time.
“On the second day the weather
changed,” Saul remembers. “So much
so the ship was hardly moving.” The
pitch and the yaw of the vessel rendered
Saul, along with more than a thousand
other passengers, crippled with
seasickness below decks.

“Then all the women started screaming
that they’d seen a Japanese submarine,”
Saul says.
It had surfaced alongside the
floundering steamship causing the
passengers to erupt in panic. At any
moment they expected to be holed
by a torpedo or raked by cannon and
machine gun fire. People were yelling
for passengers to pray for their lives.
Below decks, stomach turning, Saul
was more philosophical — “I couldn’t
care less,” he thought.
Incredibly, the Japanese submarine
slipped below the sea without firing
a shot. Saul thinks it opted to save
its ammunition for a more valuable
target than a floundering boat full of
screaming civilians with no small
amount of sick as ballast.
TIME IN INDIA & THE UK
Six days into the journey the ship arrived
in Calcutta where Saul established
himself, his family and siblings arriving
shortly after.
He worked as an apprentice in a
radio repair shop before setting off
for England, where he met his future
wife Joan. After a period of ill health,
she encouraged him to get back into
shooting.
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So Saul joined the Alexander Palace
rifle club in London in the 1950s. The
palatial grounds and halls hosted rifle,
shotgun and pistol events. He tackled
fullbore shooting first, equipped with
a Short Magazine Lee Enfield. He
competed in events ranging out to 800
yards — an astonishing image when
considering the range is now situated in
the heart of London.

which ranges from ‘smart casual’ to
‘just rolled out of bed’.
After a few years he felt the lure of
pistol
shooting.
He
served
a
probationary period competing with his
Browning .22 before applying to buy a
‘full bore’ handgun, in a scenario not
too dissimilar to what many states in
Australia enforce today.
It was around this time his wife Joan,
who wasn’t familiar with firearms,
decided to see what this whole shooting
caper was about.
So one afternoon at Alexander Palace
Saul loaded a few rounds into his
Browning automatic and handed it
to her.
He quickly realised how easily distracted
he became by a group of young women
walking behind him, that he decided
that supervising his wife to shoot at
the same time, was probably not a
good move. Joan hasn’t been much for
shooting since.
In due course of time Saul felt the lure
of a larger-calibre handgun.

Saul’s Member Card and Browning .22

Competitions were also shot with
competitors replete in suit and tie, a
far cry from the modern shooting dress
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So equipped with his licence,
membership to a pistol club and £30
he went to a London shop to buy a
new four inch Smith and Wesson 15-3,
completely sight unseen.

Saul’s Revolver

Saul’s Frames

Saul’s Trophies

Saul’s Spoons

As a reminder of just how different the
shooting world was then, the neatlyboxed new revolver was delivered to
his appliance shop a few weeks later by
their regular postman!

wasted no time getting right back into
the game.

MOVING TO AUSTRALIA
Saul and Joan immigrated to Australia
in 1967, with Saul bringing his Browning
.22, his SMLE and his .38 Special 15-3
with him. And once he was landed and
his firearms had cleared customs he

Over the coming decades he shot rifle
competitions with the Daily Telegraph
rifle club on the hallowed ground at
ANZAC range in Malabar, participated
in competitions at the Marrickville rifle
club and shot events at the La Perouse
pistol club.
Today, along with time spent in his pool
and at his home gym, Saul is a regular
competitor at Wyong District Pistol
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Club. And the years of experience
shows - one member who helps score
and patch for Saul says “he rarely
requires anything but blacks”.
His attendance is helped along by local
members who take the time to assist him
getting to and from events. Joan’s still
around too, encouraging him to spend
plenty of time at the range. They’ve now
been married for a whopping 62 years!
Remarkably,
Saul
still
shoots
competitions with the .22 Browning
and Smith and Wesson he had all those
years ago in the UK. He’s only ever had
one firearm he’s sold — a single shot
.22LR free pistol. The rest have been
with him the majority of his adult life.
And now in 2021, approaching 97 years
young, Saul is adamant that he won’t be
giving up the shooting sports anytime
soon.

OLDEST SCUBA DIVER
The Guinness World Record for the oldest scuba diver
from shore belongs to Australian octogenarian
Saul Moss, who broke the record on August 1st,
2009, when he completed an unassisted dive from the
shores of Bare Island, Australia, at the age of 85 years
and 14 days.
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Hi Fellow shooters,
Below is a portion of the proposed amendments to the weapons
bill. You will notice that it is illegal to have plans of firearms
on your computer, in case you wanted to order a part for your
handgun. It will be illegal to have a piece of metal that could be
fabricated into a component of a firearm.
The biggest problem is that you do not have to actually have
manufactured a firearm or component to be guilty!
Please go on to the NSWAPA website www.nswapa.org.au) and
click on the link to vote on the E-Petition to help save your sport.
Don’t rely on everyone else. Get your friends and relatives to
vote as well, to show we should not be trifled with.
Firearms and Weapons Legislation Amendment (Criminal Use) Bill 2020 [NSW]
Explanatory note

Outline of provisions

Clause 1 sets out the name (also called the short title) of the proposed Act.
Clause 2 provides for the commencement of the proposed Act on a day or days to be appointed
by proclamation.

Schedule 1 Amendment of Firearms Act 1996 No 46
Offence of taking part in unauthorised manufacture of firearms or firearm parts
Schedule 1[1] and [2] make it clear that the authority conferred by a firearms dealer licence
includes the manufacturing of firearm parts for those firearms to which the licence applies.
Schedule 1[3] makes it an offence (with a maximum penalty of imprisonment for 20 years) for a
person to knowingly take part in the manufacture of a firearm or firearm part knowing that the
manufacture of the firearm or firearm part is not authorised by a licence or permit under the
principal Act. The term takes part includes the possession of a firearm precursor for the purposes
of manufacturing a firearm or firearm part. A firearm precursor is defined as any object, device,
substance, material or document used or capable of being used in the process of manufacturing a
firearm or firearm part (including computer software or plans). The offence will apply regardless
of whether a firearm or firearm part is actually manufactured and double jeopardy provisions are
included to ensure that a person is not liable to be convicted of both the new offence and another
manufacturing offence under the principal Act that relates to the same or substantially the same
act.
Schedule 1[3] also authorises a police officer to seize and detain any firearm, firearm part or
firearm precursor (including a computer or data storage device on which a firearm precursor is
held or contained) that may provide evidence of the commission of the new offence and to require
persons to provide assistance or information in accessing the information held or contained in the
thing seized. The forfeiture provisions of the Law Enforcement (Powers and Responsibilities) Act
2002 will apply in relation to anything seized under proposed section 51K.
Schedule 1[10] provides that the new offence of taking part in the unauthorised manufacture of a
firearm or firearm part is to be prosecuted on indictment only.

Brian Cheers
PRESIDENT - NSWAPA
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Junior Camp 2021
BY COACH ALLISON DOYLE

Finally, a light at the end of
the COVID tunnel. Or at least a
reprieve.

to spacing etc. for the COVID Bubble we
had planned). Such a wonderful roll up
for 2021.

Well, I wasn’t wasting any time, so the
organising began hard and fast. Double
checked with Wagga Wagga Pistol Club
as to holding Junior Camp at their
range. Green light was given!

When the day arrived, we had a coach
that picked up at various points and
allowed everyone to sit, 1 per seat, as
per COVID distancing.

After 12 months of a lot of online
media work and paper articles from
the juniors, it was time to put the entry
forms out. WHAT A RESPONSE!
With our COVID Plan in place, the entries
started to roll in, and they kept coming. I
had to close them off at 30 Juniors, (due
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This year’s camp saw us with a lot of
brand-new shooters! By the end of the
week there were 7 grade breaks and 30
juniors with a lot more confidence.

The kicker was, the 2020 State
Championships running into the tail
end of the camp. So, for the first
time ever, 30 Juniors got to shoot
the State Championships. Thanks to
the organisation of Bruce Tutty, Pat
Zeppieri, John Roache and others, some
of their very first matches were to shoot
the State Champs. What a fantastic
opportunity! This has now given them
the experience and confidence to enter
into other competitions. The next being
the Cessnock Vintage in March.
Cherie Blake, Action Shooter and
Bianchi Cup winner, came to visit and
speak to the Juniors. They loved her
dynamic personality and her honesty
about still getting nervous before
matches. She also shared how she
deals with those nerves.
But better still, Cherie allowed the
Juniors to shoot her guns!!! “WOW’

could be heard all over Wagga Pistol
Club. Her generous sponsors, Impact
Trading, sent show bags for everyone
full of 511 gear, including a cap. Many
thanks to Impact Trading, they were
very well received.
We had a new combo in the kitchen this
year, who DID NOT disappoint! Katie
Higgins bought her Mum Carol along,
as well as Jack Langlands of course.
Katie and Carol, cooked up at storm and
not one complaint was heard. We hope
you weren’t scared off Carol, because
we would love to make you a permanent
part of our team!

Speaking of team, as usual running of
the camp and other events would not be
possible without the team of volunteers
behind the planning. John Roache,
Jeffery Langlands, Kerri Tom, Katie
Higgins, Carol Higgins, Pat Zeppieri,
Jack Langlands & David Banks.
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Thank you to Wagga Wagga City Pistol Club for the kind use of their club house,
ranges and facilities.
And thank you to the NSWAPA for their continued support towards the NSW
Juniors. For this we are very grateful.
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THESE ARE SOME COMMENTS FROM OUR JUNIORS

What did I like most about Junior
camp?
This year was my fourth junior
camp and it was different from the
other 3 because there were so many
juniors. It was so exciting to see
more people join the junior shooting
community and come together.
I enjoyed making new friends as
well as achieving goals along the
way which inspired me to devise
short-term and long-term goals
as well.
My shooting 100% improved during
junior camp and it paid off to see
some amazing results at state-titles.
This junior camp was also a challenge
as well because of the COVID-19
restrictions, but we all made it work. I
loved getting to know each and every
junior as well as catching up with
my older junior friends and also the
coaches who I haven’t seen in a long
time due to COVID.

This year was my first Junior Camp.
I was so excited. During the week
we learnt many techniques which
assisted me to improve rapidly. Over
the week I improve like never before. I
met many Juniors that helped me and
assisted me.
I really enjoyed Junior Camp 2021 and
can’t wait to do it all again.
By Noah Green
Camp was a wonderful experience,
after I had a bit of a break in my
shooting, I’m definitely glad I
came back. All the coaches are so
supportive and want to see you strive
to reach your best. I was able to take
out so much from talking to all the
coaching team and just absorbing
everything I heard.

Also, the food was amazing may I add.
Carol and Katie catered so well for us
all and the meals were just amazing.

It was fantastic finally meeting more
shooters around my age and I’ve
made so many close friends in such a
short time and I can’t wait to see them
at future competitions. Junior camp
was a lot of fun and I recommend it
for any junior who had just started or
has been shooting for a while.

By Alexia Surace

By Alyssa Norris
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SYD’S ADVENTURES
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Further to My Story
BY COACH ALLISON DOYLE

As I mentioned in my first
article, my shooting life
really started about 10 years
ago at TUGGERAH LAKES
MEMORIAL PISTOL CLUB.
This club, like so many, has an
interesting background to its existence.
To the right, you can see what was
the very first document, seeking the
interest from people who would join the
Club if it were to go ahead.
It actually started with a meeting in the
Underwood Street Bar of the Tuggerah
Lakes Memorial Club on a Sunday
morning on the 12th April, 1970.
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With the Officials sorted, they started
shooting air pistol under a house at
Terrigal. (Back in the day!)
Terrigal has a Club under the swimming
pool of the old Florida Hotel at Terrigal.
TLMPC progressed to having use of this
range 1 night a week.
Finally, they persuaded the Memorial
Club to give up some car park space
and work started on their own air pistol
range.
The brown and gold jackets of old were
a familiar sight at competitions, for a
Club who only had an air range.
Just goes to show, the basics work!!!
But, moving forward after years of
red tape and hassles we moved into
Bellevue Road, Tumbi Umbi.
Officially it opened for shooting in
September of 1978. A very proud
moment for all those who put their
blood, sweat and tears into building it,
and as you all know, that is a job that is
NEVER ENDING!
It was around 1984 TLMPC started
having their open shoots. It was known
to be very popular in it’s day, with
shooters attending from near and far.
Over the years the open shoots stopped
but we were just trying to get a yearly
Junior Championships off the ground
when Covid 19 hit!
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Like a lot of competitions and events
it has only been run once due to the
pandemic, but we won’t give up.
Maybe this year we can get it back on
track??
TLMPC is a fantastic club for running
a very fair calendar for all shooting
groups within its members. (That our
Club is registered for, that is). The basic
ISSF matches are run on a regular basis
and this allows everyone to learn them
before going to away competitions.
Juniors can thrive in this environment,
if they have that burning desire to take it
all the way to the top, or just to improve
to have fun at their home club and all in
between.
Since taking on my role as Junior
Director my time has been taken away
from my home Club, but TLMPC do
and have always, supported me with
my endeavours to keep our sport alive
through the nurturing of our Junior
Pistol Shooters.
For this I thank them and will always
be grateful. I wouldn’t be where I am
today if it wasn’t for my home Club of
Tuggerah Lakes Memorial Pistol Club.
So, next time you visit your Club, stop
and think about what these volunteers
have done for you and ask yourself is
there something you could do or offer to
help keep the wheels turning……..
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City Club
Kurrajong Pistol Club
BY HASSAN ABDI

The Kurrajong Pistol Club was
formed by 10 members on the
27th of April 1966.
The club received police approval to
operate a pistol club on the 30th June
1966. The original site of the club was
on a leased property off Comleroy Road
Kurrajong.
At a meeting of the Pistol Club in May
1968, it was resolved to commence
negotiations with the Kurrajong
Heights Bowling and Recreation Club
Ltd and nearest next door neighbour
to initially obtain a five year lease
over each portion of their lands with
approved access from the neighbour’s
property. These portions of land were
subsequently purchased by the pistol
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club members via debentures, with the
club now owning the Pistol Club land

and premises outright. Kurrajong Pistol
Club is only one of a handful of Pistol
Clubs in NSW that actually own their
property and the club and its members
are very proud of this achievement.
The club, since then, has experienced
lots of range improvements with the
assistance of NSW APA and other
grants till today.
KPC conducts wide range of pistol and
rifle matches. It hosts predominantly
ISSF, CMPC competitions and Metallic
Silhouette over the weekends.
It has been running its annual Condoblin
Club shoot competition since inception.

It is a mixture of sport and social activity
to share stories and fun with Condoblin
members.
The club relies mainly on its members
assistance to maintain the club house
and ranges via working bee during
the year. It faced tough times during
bushfires threat in 2019 and COVID 2020
as the club was forced to close its doors
to members and visitors for a short
period of time.
KPC culture pre COVID has been
social and friendly where members
and visitors attend matches and share
information and stories.
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Country Club
Broken Hill Pistol Club
BY RAY DENTON

An initial meeting on 15th
September 1964 decided to
form a pistol club in Broken
Hill.
The first official meeting was held on
6th October 1964, and an executive and
committee were elected.
The Club shot at a temporary range
on the North Mine lease, with a skimp
dump (skimps are the residue from
the milling operations, like fine sand).
for a backstop and a trestle table as
a shooting bench. I don’t know how
they got past the FAR using this range.
They shot only half matches and both
50 and 25 metres each Saturday.
A Western Lands lease was obtained
on the site of the current range and

with a lot of raffles, grants of materials
from the mining companies and loans,
construction of the new range began.
The range was finally opened on 16th
March 1968. The Clubhouse and indoor
air range, 200-metre range, septic
toilets and other mod-cons were added
over the years. We now have three 25m
ranges, four 50m ranges (one a 25bay range, the other three are used for
Service 50m, SSAA Practical and were
also used for Single Action), one 200m
range and one indoor air range (used
for both pistol and rifle).
When the buy-back occurred, we lost
a few members, so the Committee
decided to have the range licenced for
rifles (rimfire on 25 and 50m) and open
the Club to rifle shooters. With this in
mind, we became an affiliate SSAA
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Club (Rifle). Membership has grown
slowly, and we now have a combined
membership of around 120.
We cater for all ISSF matches and PA
matches as well as SSAA Practical.
Centre-fire rifle matches (on the 200m
range) and rimfire rifle matches. The
200m range was originally constructed
for IHMS shooting, but one of the
mining companies opened a mine in
our fallout area and a visit from the
FAR Range Inspector at about the
same time caused a few problems with
backstop heights and metallic targets.
We did have a Single-Action section,
but the Range inspection put paid to
that. We are still investigating what we
need to do to get IHMS going again. The
range operates on every Saturday from
1300hrs and Wednesdays from 1200hrs.
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The inspection caused a lot of problems.
With the help of many grants, we have
had the mounds lifted and completed
most of the required modifications. Late
2020 we had another inspection, and we
are still waiting on the report.
The Club is going well, and all visitors
are welcome to come out and have
a shot or just have a chin wag. The
local SSAA Branch (N41) has leased
the 200m range for the first and third
Sunday of the month and they get a
good attendance.
Ray Denton
Hon. Secretary.

The Club House

Social Area

Indoor Air Range

Temporary Range - North Mine

24 Bay, 50m Range
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Postal Shoot – 2020
BY PAT ZEPPIERI
Terry Howard from Wagga Wagga receiving his award, in the COVID safe manner (elbow to elbow) from Bruce Tutty,
Vice President – NSWAPA, also from Wagga Wagga.

In the last quarter of 2020, our
NSW State Team Manager,
Cherie May suggested we run a
Postal Shoot competition.
The rules were simple – pick a date and
a match, then treat it like it’s the State
Titles!
45 members from 14 different clubs
took up the challenge. Congratulations
to everyone who participated. There
were some great results.
Terry Howard from Wagga Wagga
really got into the spirit of the shoot
and participated in 12 matches out of
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14. Terry also came first in 8 of those
matches he participated in. Great effort
Terry!
Another Terry, Terry Simmonds from
the Lex Pistol Club, participated in 5 out
of the 6 Black Powder matches and was
1st in 4 of those matches.

Postal Shoot – 1st Place
medals

2021 PA/ISSF Nationals Brisbane
Take three to try for the PA/
ISSF Nationals in Brisbane.
Firstly, I would like to wish everyone
a Happy New Year, and sincerely hope
that this year will be better, 2020 was
certainly different year for us all.
We have now been told that the
Nationals will go ahead in Brisbane, so
preparations are again underway.
As competitions were few and far
between, the proposal was put forward
to go with the Team that we selected to
go to last years Nationals.
Unfortunately, one of our juniors has
since become a senior and therefore no
longer eligible for the Junior Teams. I
would like to take the opportunity to
wish Bella Burton all the best with her
shooting career in the seniors. I am
sure she will succeed. A good start at
Wagga Wagga where she took out the
10m Ladies Air with an excellent final.
Stepping up into Bella’s spot, I would
like to welcome Evan Gatzias as he
starts his competitive shooting career
and wish him well in his endeavours.

To the members who were selected
for the first-time last year, Simon
Taranto, Ellie Rudder and Steve Guy,
again welcome and hope that you will
enjoy the experience, and to Dannielle
Donohue, welcome back to the team.
I would like to take the opportunity to
wish the Team my congratulations on
making the team. May you succeed
with your endeavours in the upcoming
Nationals. I am looking forward to
catching up with everyone in Brisbane,
if not before.
Before I close, the new selection period
for the 2022 Nationals is to be held in
Yarra, Victoria. I urge you if you are
interested in trying for the NSW Team
Squad, please let me know, and ensure
I receive your scores. It is important
that I receive scores as from these, the
team is selected.
Good training is important!
Yours in shooting

Cherie May
NSW PA/ISSF STATE
TEAM MANAGER

I would also like to wish Kane Fleeton
all the best and hope all goes well. I
definitely look forward to you re-joining
the team again for next year.
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THE 2021 STATE TEAM FOR BRISBANE
BLACK POWDER
David Moore, Brian Subkey, Ray Gray,
Steve Blackburn, and Bill Parrinelli

ISSF WOMEN
Lara Cowling, Dannielle Donohue,
Olivia Erickson and Sue Guy

WA 1500/SERVICE
Dean Brus, Peter Brus, Martin O’Brien,
John Nosworthy, Marnie Jones
and Simon Taranto

ISSF JUNIORS
Olivia Erickson, Ellie Rudder,
Daniel Jarnjevic and Evan Gatzias

ISSF MEN
Kerry Bell, Damian Dowling,
Nathan Blackburn, Peter Fitzpatrick,
David Moore and Daniel Repacholi

ISSF WSPS
Steve Guy

WILSON TARGET ARMS
Specialising in Pistols • Lic 404016033

P. 0414 692 404 E. wilson@tac.com.au
www.wilsonstargetarms.com.au
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Single
Action
News
FROM THE
OFFICE
Welcome Shooters !!
Happy New Year !! Hope everyone has
kept safe and ready for a stronger year
of shooting… we hope!
As I mentioned in the last article, we
had a National Postal shoot at the
end of 2020 to replace the Nationals
Competition that had been cancelled
due to Covid 19.
The results were fantastic and ended
up with 316 shooters in total that took
part in the Postal shoot from all over
Australia. It was very reassuring to
get such a great response, during
the lockdown of many competitions
throughout the year. Just shows how
passionate we all are about our Sport.

in April 2021, the weekend after Easter.
9th – 11th April.
We will be guided by the Authorities
in regards to restrictions and current
requirements leading up to and
including the event.
At this stage I believe the State Titles
for Wild Bunch will be in May at Bowral
Pistol Club, regulations permitting.
Not much more to report but hopefully
heaps to say in the next issue!
So on that note fellow shooters, till
next time.

“Shoot straight and keep your
powder dry”

Well done to all that participated to
make this such a success. Thank you to
those that instigated and compiled the
event and also collated all the results
for us.
The Trans-Tasman Duel between
Australia and New Zealand has been
cancelled due to the uncertainty of
travel etc. It is a shame but had to be!
Namoi Pistol Club in Gunnedah (my
home Club) at this stage will be running
our Annual shoot “Women of the West”

Kitty Pearl AKA Cathy Lysaght
NSW SINGLE ACTION DIRECTOR
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Coaching
FROM THENews
OFFICE
It doesn’t matter which form of
shooting that you participate
in, Pistol, Rifle, Shotgun or
Archery, the name of the game
is to be consistent.
For us as pistol shooters, each step of
our shot process needs to be consistent
in relation to the shot prior and after
it if we are to shoot a perfect score.
That means that our position to the
target, our breathing, our sight picture
and alignment, our trigger technique
and our follow through all need to be
consistent. The fun of what we do as
pistol shooters is trying to make each
of these techniques as consistent as we
possibly can, so that we can shoot the
best groups, and the best groups lead to
the best scores.
For those of you that think, “well I shoot
Metallic Silhouette or Action Pistol or
IPSC, so I don’t need to worry about
shooting groups”, I hate to say it, but
you are quite wrong. Shooting a group
in Action Pistol is being able to place
a shot on a 6-inch plate at each firing
line, IPSC needs to score in the centre
scoring zone in the quickest possible
time, and in Metallic Silhouette it
means being able to hit those rams,
turkeys, pigs or chickens in a place that
makes them fall over. So, no matter
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what your target is, you need to be able
to shoot a group, and to be able to shoot
it consistently. Alternatively, what is the
point of having a Service match gun that
will hold a 25mm group at 50 yards if
you can’t use that accuracy to put a
group of the target anyway? Consistency
is the answer.
To have a safe and effective draw from
the holster, it must be consistent. To
go prone during the timed parts of
the match, you must be consistent
there too. It applies to all parts of our
shooting, no matter what we do or what
we shoot.
So, what is the point that I am trying to
make about being consistent?
The point is, each of the building blocks
of your shooting technique needs to be
worked on until it becomes consistent
and a natural progression. Over time
each of your building blocks will change
slightly to help improve your shooting,
and hopefully improve your enjoyment
of shooting. Most of you will know
these building blocks as “BASICS” or
“FUNDAMENTALS”. It really doesn’t
matter what you call them, they are the
same things.
Your position to the target is the first
important ‘Basic’ that we need to

contend with. Each person is different,
so whether you are right or left-handed,
left or right eye dominant, large framed,
small framed, male or female, different
positions will work better for different
people, including prone, sitting or
barricade positions for those who use
them. What you need to do is to find
what position works most effectively
for you. As you perfect your technique
of your position, it will change, so don’t
be too concerned that you might not “be
doing it right” to begin with. Start in a
recommended position and modify it to
suit you and your needs as necessary.
The best possible way to do this is with
a coach. The coach can see things
that you can’t, he or she can notice
differences in movements that you will
swear blind that you don’t do, but they
are there. Listen to your coach and try
what they are asking you to try, it’s for
your benefit!
Consistent trigger pressure and release
are vital to producing great groups
and therefore great scores. It doesn’t
matter whether you have a fast trigger
action or a slow one, if it is consistent,
then so will the group be. The trigger
needs to function smoothly and directly
back along the centreline of the pistol.
Once the shot has broken, we need to
allow the pressure off of the trigger in
a smooth way also, far enough to reengage the sear or allow us to recock it.
Doing this consistently helps us get over
what the Juniors call “chicken finger”.
It also eliminates those non-allowable

malfunctions that seem to pop up at the
worst possible times in a match.
Consistent sight picture is pretty selfexplanatory, although it isn’t something
that we do correctly each and every
time we shoot. The most important part
is that we have that front sight clear,
sharp and focussed, or if you use a red
dot sight, make sure that you can see
the dot, not just an image of the dot. The
front sight is the most important part of
your sights. Make sure that you can see
it clearly and sharply through the rear
sight, because the rear sight is really
only there to give you a reference point
to focus on the front sight through. For
those of you using red dot sights, the
“rear” sight is the sight tube itself, its
only there so that you can find the dot
through it, its not there to look at!
Breathing, I am pretty sure that I have
mentioned it before, do it or you will
die! Consistent breathing will help with
the timing during your match, and it
will also stop you from over or under
oxygenating your body, neither which is
good for you. By keeping your breathing
as regular as possible, it will be more
consistent and so will your shooting be.
Follow through need to be consistent,
and it very much needs to be present.
It isn’t much good doing everything
before the shot breaks perfectly if you
aren’t going to continue through with it
for the second or so after the shot. In
some matches it takes longer than you
think for the bullet to escape from the
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barrel of the pistol, so if you are putting
the pistol down while it is still on it’s way
out the barrel, it’s not very likely to be a
good shot is it? Follow through is doing
everything the same after the shot has
broken that you were doing before the
shot broke. Once again, consistency.
A last word on consistency. Consistently
hydrate yourself. Dehydration leads to
lack of concentration, headaches, and
general feelings of unwellness. Always
take a bottle of water into a match
with you, even if you don’t drink it, at
least you will have it available if you do
want it. Another point on hydration, it
seems that some studies show that by
hydrating properly in the days prior to

OFFICE BRAIN TEASER ANSWER:
I “took home” the medals of those
who had left Wagga Wagga early,
and then sent them to them.
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a competition can also help you from
dehydrating over the course of the
competition.
If you have any questions about
anything in this article, please don’t
hesitate to send me an email at
nswstatecoachingdirector@gmail.com
If I don’t have the answers for you, I will
do my best to find out the answer for
you!

David Banks
NSW STATE COACHING
DIRECTOR

Shooters
Gallery
FROM THE
OFFICE

Perfect 50!
Julie Wilson shot her first
ever 50 target at the State
Championships in the Duelling
Section of Centrefire.
Shot with her Matchgun MG4 in
.32 cal.

“During my last handicap match with 74PC
I was very excited to shoot a perfect target.
The rest of my match was average but I am
working hard on improving my overall score
I would love to be able to shoot like this with
every target. I am grade C in air pistol”
Laurelle Swan
74PC
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Shooters Gallery

At the ISSF State Titles, $50 was on offer for certain
matches where a 50 was scored. Winners Kerry Bell
and Lara Cowling.
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Olivia Erickson shot 2 x perfect 50s at the
Wagga ISSF State Titles

Steve Guy from St Ives Pistol Club shot
this perfect 50 at the ISSF State Titles
at Wagga Wagga – Centre Fire Match.

Ray Gray from Cowra Pistol Club with
a 50 he shot at the Cessnock Black
Powder competition this month, in the
25m rapid fire stage.

If you would like to contribute to the shooters gallery, or your top 50 image - please email it
through to focus@nswapa.com.au
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Letters
to the
Editor
FROM THE
OFFICE
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IN APPRECIATION
My wife and I had recently joined pistol target shooting, we had applied
for our licences at the same time, but she received hers within a
reasonable time and I was still waiting seven months later for a reply.
I had contacted Pat at NSWAPA office regarding this matter and it was
escalated to the President, Brian Cheers and within two weeks I was
informed that my licence was being processed.
Thank you very much NSWAPA and Brian Cheers for listening to me and
getting things done.
In appreciation
David Jones

HERE’S A “BLUE BOOK”
FROM YESTER-YEAR
This Blue Book belongs to
Ian Hicks from the
Argyle club.
Ian also has his 1973 United
Pistol Club book when he
changed over and has been
a member ever since.
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Top 10 - PA Black Powder
FIXED SIGHT REVOLVER

BLACK POWDER 25M

David Moore 389 - 1994

Nathan Blackburn
David Moore
Peter Fraser
Steve Blackburn
Ray Gray
Terry Simmonds
Brian Subkey
John Ingold
Don Boundy
Gary Andrews

Cheryl Moore 98 - 1995
David Moore 98 - 1997

361
360
358
356
354
352
352
349
346
334

92
92
92
92
91
88
82
80
77
73

MODERN SINGLE SHOT

BLACK POWDER 50M

David Moore 382 - 1997

Kerry Bell
David Moore
John Liston
Nathan Blackburn
Don Boundy
Ray Gray
Dom Mastroserio
Steve Blackburn
Brian Subkey
Bill Parrinelli

Don Boundy
David Moore
Nathan Blackburn
Brian Subkey
Steve Blackburn
Tim Davis
Billy Smith
Leigh Hall
Bill Parrinelli
Stephane Bourigaud

David Moore
Don Boundy
Brian Subkey
Terry Simmonds
Bill Parrinelli
Nathan Blackburn
Kerry Bell
Steve Blackburn
Gary Andrews
John Liston

David Moore
Nathan Blackburn
Kerry Bell
Terry Simmonds
Steve Blackburn
Peter Fraser
Don Boundy
Billy Smith
Brian Subkey
John Liston

95
93
93
92
89
89
88
88
88
87

REPLICA SINGLE SHOT

David Moore 100 - 1995

366
352
350
341
338
335
334
330
329
324

ADJ SIGHT REVOLVER

David Moore 99 - 1992
John Ingold 99 - 1995

David Moore 100 - 1996

97
96
96
95
95
94
93
92
91
88

David Moore
Don Boundy
Terry Simmonds
Brian Subkey
Nathan Blackburn
Steve Blackburn
Peter Raupach
John Simmonds
Leigh Hall
John Roache
Bill Parrinelli

95
93
92
89
86
86
85
85
81
81
81

SHOOTERS, PLEASE NOTE:
Anyone competing in another state or overseas needs to get a copy
of those results forwarded to me, please, if they wish them to be
included in the top ten for the year. Email: maitai@spin.net.au
Thanks, Cheryl.
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Dannielle Donohue
Sue Guy
Olivia Erickson
Lara Cowling
Kathy Wilson
Una Rossetto
Lyndal Jarnjevic
Allison Doyle
Ryana Cook
Agnes Verstegen

575
570
561
560
560
555
552
550
549
548

Dan Repacholi
Kerry Bell
Nathan Blackburn
Damian Dowling
Bruce Quick
Peter Fitzpatrick
Steve Blackburn
David Moore
Jason Howard
Barry Morris

David Moore 586 - 2001

553
548
543
522
520
518
508
503
483
482

570
567
564
560
548
544
541
522
515
513

Lalita Yauhleuskaya 587-2001

Bruce Quick
Nathan Blackburn
Kerry Bell
Jeffrey Langlands
Jason Howard
Steve Blackburn
Peter Fitzpatrick
David Moore
Bob Dowling
Bruce Melville

25M PISTOL WOMEN

541
528
523
510
507
507
505
498
496
495

RAPID FIRE

David Chapman 579 - 2009

10M AIR PISTOL MEN

Bruce Quick
Kerry Bell
Nathan Blackburn
David Moore
Barry Morris
Steve Blackburn
Nigel Braggins
Peter Fitzpatrick
Nick Kroopin
Shane Jones

David Moore 570 - 2002

50M PISTOL
558
551
540
538
537
536
533
530
523
520

Olivia Erickson
Dannielle Donohue
Lara Cowling
Ileana Muresan
Sue Guy
Ryana Cook
Una Rossetto
Lyndal Jarnjevic
Alena Lavrushkina
Kathy Wilson

569
568
560
554
546
555
542
541
522
521

10M AIR PISTOL WOMEN

Kerry Bell
Nathan Blackburn
Peter Fitzpatrick
Lara Cowling
Steve Blackburn
Nigel Braggins
Jason Howard
Sean Falconer
Jeffrey Langlands
Troy Griffiths

STANDARD PISTOL

Patrick Murray 580 - 1988

CENTRE FIRE

Barry Morris
Kerry Bell
Nathan Blackburn
Jason Howard
Jeffrey Langlands
Steve Blackburn
Peter Fitzpatrick
Bruce Quick
Steve Guy
John Liston

Bruce Quick 590-1989

572
572
565
557
554
554
553
553
546
544

Top 10 - ISSF Matches

Top 10 - ISSF Junior Matches
25M PISTOL JUNIOR

10M AP JUNIOR MEN

Daniel Repacholi 582-2001

Blake Blackburn 573 - 2012

Olivia Erickson
Evan Gatzias
Ellie Rudder
Daniel Jarnjevic
Ethan Howard
Simon Zahos
Liam Jarnjevic
Zachary Cronberger
Noah Green
Harrison Falconer

Evan Gatzias
Daniel Jarnjevic
Zachary Cronberger
Simon Zahos
Ethan Howard
Harrison Falconer
Adrian Santander
Daniel Peterson
Noah Green
Liam Jarnjevic

565
518
504
496
447
375
357
418
438
443

528
499
496
467
465
457
448
407
389
372

10M AP JUNIOR WOMEN
Olivia Erickson
Ellie Rudder
Alisha Cook
Charlee Hargrave
Lexi Surace

554
545
470
439
340

Top 10 - PA Service Matches
Greg Armstrong 886-1996

Dean Brus 894 - 2014

SERVICE UNRESTRICTED

25YD SERVICE PISTOL

Peter Brus
Dean Brus
Martin O’Brien
Marnie Jones
John Nosworthy
Simon Taranto
Wayne Turner
Grahame Keys
Paul Williamson
Michael Doughty

Dean Brus
Peter Brus
Wayne Turner
Scott Taylor
Marnie Jones
Paul Williamson
Martin O’Brien
Simon Taranto
Ray Gray
Grahame Keys
John Nosworthy

Dean Brus
Peter Brus
Grahame Keys
John Nosworthy
Marnie Jones
Wayne Turner
Martin O’Brien
Paul Williamson
Jason Kolar
John Liston

SERVICE PISTOL

877
870
862
859
848
845
834
830
830
824

WA 1500 REVOLVER

636
632
629
629
619
618
618
613
606
605

WA1500 PISTOL

Dean Brus 1495 - 2017

Peter Brus
Dean Brus
Simon Taranto
Martin O’Brien
Marnie Jones
Grahame Keys
Paul Williamson
John Nosworthy
Marianne Taranto
Wayne Turner

889
888
879
875
875
871
869
865
860
860
860

Dean Brus 641-2014

Dean Brus 1490 - 2014

1493
1482
1481
1480
1478
1471
1468
1460
1457
1456

Peter Brus
Dean Brus
Marnie Jones
Martin O’Brien
Simon Taranto
Wayne Turner
Marianne Taranto
Paul Williamson
Derek Hubert
John Nosworthy

1491
1481
1468
1462
1458
1457
1441
1437
1434
1431
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SMALL BORE REVOLVER
Iain Yule
39
Matt Seears
36
Kim Emery
34
Bruce Dunbar
31
Geoff Edwards
26
Brian Marsden
25
Greg Dawson
25
Melinda Mullen
24
Kirk Murray
22
Dean Vallance
18
Carmel Archibald
18

SMALL BORE PRODUCTION
Chris Taylor
40
Matt Seears
39
Kim Emery
37
Iain Yule
36
Richard Brown
33
Geoff Edwards
33
Greg Dawson
32
Kirk Murray
30
Brian Marsden
28
Melinda Mullen
28

39
38
38
36
35
33
33
31
30
29
29

BIG BORE REVOLVER
GTim Anderson
Jason Anderson
Jack Ford
Kim Emery
David Dewsbury
Glen Anderson
Chris Taylor
Carmel Archibald
Richard Brown
Paul Wilkins
Brian Marsden

BIG BORE PRODUCTION
Kim Emery
40
Jason Anderson
39
Jack Ford
39
Glen Anderson
38
David Dewsbury
37
Tim Anderson
37
Chris Taylor
35
Brian Marsden
34
Richard Brown
34
Greg Dawson
32
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31
24
23
23
22
20
19
16
16
14
14

SMALL BORE STANDING
Matt Seears
29
Kim Emery
27
Iain Yule
25
Melinda Mullen
22
Kirk Murray
22
Bruce Dunbar
21
Jenny Rayner
18
Brian Marsden
16
Annie Tobler
15
Scott Himsley
15

BIG BORE STANDING
Glen Anderson
Kim Emery
David Dewsbury
Tim Anderson
Chris Taylor
Greg Dawson
Jack Ford
Brian Marsden
Jason Anderson
Richard Brown
Paul Wilkins
38
35
34
34
32
29
28
25
24
23

SMALL BORE UNLIMITED
GKim Emery
33
Matt Seears
32
Iain Yule
31
Bruce Dunbar
27
Brian Marsden
22
Greg Dawson
21
Geoff Edwards
21
Kirk Murray
19
Melinda Mullen
17
Joshua Mullen
13
Dean Vallance
13

BIG BORE UNLIMITED
Glen Anderson
Chris Taylor
Tim Anderson
Kim Emery
Jason Anderson
Jack Ford
Richard Brown
David Dewsbury
Brian Marsden
Neville Ellem

Top
10 -THE
Metallic
Silhouette
FROM
OFFICE

First Aid Kits
Every Club must have a
suitable kit and ensure that
it is readily available. It must
be checked on a regular basis
to ensure that used items are
replaced and items are still
within their use by date.

RPG ESTATE
FIREARMS
DL/ 408427059
ABN/ 81071299515

Australia’s Largest
Gun Website!
Fully Illustrated and
Updated Every Week!

www.rpgﬁrearms.com.au
(02) 9970 5872 0413 996 795
“23 PAGES OF GUN
LOVE’N GOODNESS”

FIELD PISTOL PRODUCTION
Iain Yule
32
Matt Seears
28
Bruce Dunbar
28
Kim Emery
27
Greg Dawson
25
Melinda Mullen
24
Kirk Murray
23
Geoff Edwards
22
Brian marsden
20
Carmel Archibald
15

FIELD PISTOL PAS
Greg Dawson
Bruce Dunbar
Matt Seears
Iain Yule
Kim Emery
Brian Marsden
Peter Harris
Melinda Mullen
Jenny Rayner
Geoff Edwards
Carmel Archibald

32
32
29
28
28
25
22
21
20
19
19
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NSWAPA Rolling Calendar 2021
INFORMATION CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRINT.
CHECK THE WEBSITE FOR THE MOST UP TO DATE INFORMATION
STATE TITLES MATCHES ARE SHOW IN BOLD TYPE

MARCH 2021
5-7

SSPC ACT

25th Metallic Silhouette 100m Small Bore & Field Pistol
National Championships

*

6-7

Workers Hubertus

CMPC Air Pistol Championships - CANCELLED

12-14

Hume

2021 IPSC State Practical Pistol Titles

*

12-14

Cessnock

Cessnock Vintage ISSF Open

*

13-14

Orange

Service Pistol Open Championships

*

19-21

Narrabri

2021 Metallic Silhouette Big Bore State Titles

*

26-28

Bowral

CMPC Metallic Silhouette Championships

*

26-28

Mt Lindesay

Bellbird 100m Small Bore & Field Pistol Open

APRIL 2021
23-25

Blacktown

2021 Action State Titles

*

30 Apr2 May

Narrabri

Metallic Silhouette 200m Big Bore Open*

*

1-2

Dubbo

Western Plains Black Powder Championships*

*

1-2

Gulgong

2020 Service Pistol State Titles

*

7-9

Wagga Wagga

Murrumbidgee Valley ISSF Championships

*

14-16

Merriganowry

Metallic Silhouette & Field Pistol Open

22-23

Genesys (SISC)

CMPC – 50m, 25m Std, 10m Air (Invitation)

*

28-30

Inverell

Metallic Silhouette 100m Small Bore & Field Pistol

*

29-30

Narrabri

2020 WA1500 State Titles

*

MAY 2021

JUNE 2021
5-6
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St Ives
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CMPC Standard Pistol Championships and Centre/Sport
Pistol

* Denotes Sanctioned Competition

12-13

Newcastle

2020 State Metallic Silhouette 50yd Championships

19-20

Gosford

CMPC All Service Pistol

*

JULY 2021
3-4

St Ives

CMPC Black Powder

17-18

Campbelltown/Liverpool

CMPC Rapid Fire Championships and Air Pistol

24-25

Narrabri

NW Zone Service Pistol & WA1500 Open

*

AUGUST 2021
6-8

Narrabri

Metallic Silhouette 100m Small Bore & Field Pistol
Open

*

6-8

Wagga Wagga

Wagga Service Championships – Service, Unrestricted,
25yd Service

*

20-22

Merriganowry

Metallic Silhouette Big Bore Open

SEPTEMBER 2021
3-5

Dubbo

ISSF Western Plains Championships

3-5

Mt Lindesay

Metallic Silhouette 200m Big Bore Open

*

18-19

Orange

2021 Service State Titles

17-19

Glen Innes

ISSF Open

18-19

Genesys (SISC)

CMPC Rapid Fire and 50m Pistol

25-26

Sydney

CMPC Black Powder Championships

*

*

OCTOBER 2021
2-4

Genesys (SISC)

2021 ISSF State Titles

*

16-17

Gulgong

2021 WA1500 State Titles

*

23-24

Campbelltown/Liverpool

CMPC Centre/Sport Championships and Air Pistol

NOVEMBER 2021
13-14

Wagga Wagga

2021 Black Powder State Titles

13-14

Gosford

CMPC All Service Pistol Championships

* Denotes Sanctioned Competition

*
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OFFICE OF SPORT

SYDNEY INTERNATIONAL
SHOOTING CENTRE

Mature Age
Competition
A monthly pistol event held on the second Wednesday for
mature age competitors held in memory of Les Spurrier.
Competitors are awarded points for attendance and winning
their age category in each round. The competitor with most
points at the end of the competition wins the Les Spurrier
Memorial Perpetual Trophy.
Competitors are grouped by age with no grades or handicaps applicable.
Women receive a +5 year advantage.
Entry Fee: $17.00
Matches:
Standard Pistol
Sports/Centre Fire Pistol
Air Pistol

CONDITIONS
• Competitors must hold a current Category H Target Firearms Licence
• SISC Range Rules apply

FIND US:
Range Rd (off Elizabeth Dr), Cecil Park NSW 2178
02 8782 0100

shootingcentre.nsw.gov.au

